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Multivalent transition metal impurities in semiconductors are known to create deep levels inside the
band gap that are associated with changes in the oxidation state. Some emerging functional
semiconductor materials now contain multivalent elements not just as impurities, but as part of their
structural skeleton 共“multivalent semiconductors”兲. This raises the possibility that the performance
of such materials may be affected by those skeleton elements transitioning from one oxidation state
to another, in response to charge-altering perturbations such as illumination or doping. Here we
address the correlation between multivalency and the electronic properties of these new
semiconductor materials. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3427433兴
Main-group elements in the upper rows of the periodic
table generally utilize all of their outer s and p valence electrons in forming chemical bonds in solid state compounds,
thus, manifesting only in a single, well-defined valence state.
This is the case for many divalent 共Mg, Ca, Zn, and Cd兲,
trivalent 共B, Al, and Ga兲, or group-IV elements 共C and Si兲.1
On the other hand, the elements in the bottom rows are subjected to relativistic contraction of the outer s orbitals,2 and
often form bonds only with their p electrons, while accommodating two electrons in a nonbonding s2 state 共sometimes
called “lone-pair”兲. The resulting change in valence causes
multivalent behavior, as exhibited, for example, by the +I /
+III states of In in InCl/ InCl3, by the +II/ +IV states of Sn in
SnO/ SnO2, or by the simultaneous existence of the +III/
+V states of Bi in BaBiO3.3 Similarly, transition metals can
assume a range of different valence and oxidation states by
accommodating a variable number of electrons in 共formally兲
nonbonding d-orbitals.4,5 Here, examples include the +II/
+III states of iron 共FeO/ Fe2O3兲 or the +II/ +IV states of
manganese 共MnO/ MnO2兲.
When such multivalent elements are used as dopant impurities in semiconductors or insulators, it is not always obvious how many of their valence electrons are available for
charge exchange. For example, would Sn doped on the divalent Zn or Mg site donate two electrons 共as expected for
valence +IV element兲 or none 共as expected for a valence +II
element兲. It is indeed possible that a multivalent impurity
would transit from one oxidation state to the other by changing its so-called defect charge state and that the transition
would occur as a deep level inside the band gap of the material. Such deep levels that are associated with a change in
the oxidation state are well known to occur for multivalent
transition metal impurities, e.g., Fe共+II兲 / Fe共+III兲, in
semiconductors,6,7 which deteriorate the electronic properties
by forming recombination centers and carrier traps, therefore
necessitating a high level of purification, e.g., of Si for technological applications.8
While these questions regarding the effect of multivalency were posed above in the context of such elements appearing as dilute impurities, some emerging functional semiconductor materials now contain multivalent elements as part
of their skeletal structure. One example of such a “multivaa兲
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lent semiconductor” is the Cu2ZnSnS4 共CZTS兲 photovoltaic
共PV兲 material,9 that has recently drawn attention due to the
desire to avoid the expensive In in the thin-film absorber
Cu共In, Ga兲Se2.10 Thus, the presence of the multivalent element Sn in CZTS raises the question whether functionalitydeteriorating deep levels are genetically encoded in the composition of this semiconductor. This is a rather general
problem, as numerous inorganic absorbers that are being
considered for PV applications contain multivalent elements
as part of their skeleton.11
In CZTS one can expect that Sn can exist not only on its
crystallographic lattice location in the kesterite structure, but
also in some fraction on the Zn or Cu lattice sites. This
expectation is corroborated by the known existence of different structural modifications of Cu2ZnSnS4 with distinct ordering of the metal atoms,12 and by the fact that in the related
ternary chalcopyrites such as CuInSe2, antisite substitution
among cations, e.g., In-on-Cu 共InCu兲, costs little energy.13
Thus, the six possibilities due to two possible oxidation
states of Sn 共+II and +IV兲 and three different lattice sites
provide a rich ground to illustrate the range of electronic
behaviors that can be caused by multivalent constituents of a
semiconductor. Employing first-principles total energy calculations, we find that Sn displays three distinct behaviors, depending just on its lattice location. 共i兲 It assumes only the
+IV oxidation state if located on its native 共Sn兲 site, 共ii兲
substituting for Cu, it assumes only the +II state, and 共iii兲
substituting for Zn, it can assume both the +IV and the +II
states depending on the position of the Fermi level in the
gap. Indeed, situation 共iii兲 implies that in the presence of an
external perturbation, for example photoexcitation in a solar
cell device, the Sn atom can change from +IV to +II oxidation by trapping a pair of electrons that will reside in the
localized deep gap level instead of occupying the conduction
band. This work underscores the electronic consequences of
the existence of multivalent elements in semiconductor materials, and the importance of predicting the charge transition
levels 共inside or outside band gap兲 due to different possible
oxidation states.
In order to quantitatively characterize the multivalent behavior of Sn in CZTS, we performed density functional
theory 共DFT兲 supercell calculations 共64 atoms兲, using the
projector augmented wave implementation of the VASP
code,14 the exchange-correlation potential of Ref. 15, and
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TABLE I. Nearest neighbor distances dSn−S of Sn in Cu2ZnSnS4 in its two
oxidation states.

Native Sn-site
Cu-site
Zn-site

Sn共+IV兲

Sn共+II兲

SnSn0 : 2.43 Å
SnCu3+ : 2.47 Å
SnZn2+ : 2.47 Å

SnSn2− : 2.71 Å
SnCu1+ : 2.73 Å
SnZn0 : 2.72 Å

16

on-site Coulomb U energies of 5 eV and 6 eV for the Cu d
and Zn d shells, respectively. Band gap and finite supercell
corrections were applied as described in Ref. 17. Additionally, we performed self-consistently band gap corrected calculations employing the nonlocal external potentials 共NLEP兲
共Ref. 18兲 and hybrid-DFT.19 The presence of potentially detrimental deep levels is addressed by calculating the transition
levels 共q / q⬘兲 共see Ref. 17 for details兲 between the different
charge states q and q⬘, which correspond to a respective
change in the number of electrons.
When we add 共remove兲 an electron to a given system,
like a molecule or a solid, the conventional chemistry rules20
demand that the oxidation state of one element is reduced
共increased兲 by unity. In a semiconductor, however, these
transitions can occur within the continuum of the host crystal
bands 共outside of the band gap兲, in that case the electrons or
holes occupy the perfectly delocalized state of the CBM or
of the VBM. Thus, there is an ambiguity in the assignment of
the oxidation state because carriers residing in extended
bands cannot be anchored to distinct atoms. In general, this
ambiguity needs to be resolved by quantitative
evaluation,7,21,22 which we now address for the three lattice
locations that are available for Sn.
The native Sn-on-Sn 共SnSn兲 site. In the absence of additional carriers 共electron or holes兲, Sn on its native site exists
in the +IV oxidation state in Cu2ZnSnS4. Since, the +III state
of Sn is not stable, we have to add two extra electrons to
open the possibility of a change in oxidation from +IV to
+II, which would proceed by capturing the electrons into the
lone pair state of Sn,
Sn共+ IV兲Sn0 + 2e → Sn共+ II兲Sn2− .

共1兲

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematic illustration of the antibonding
interaction of atomic orbitals 共Sn 5s / S 3p兲 forming the lone pair state of
Sn共+II兲 in CZTS. 共b兲 Isosurface charge density plot of the lone pair state.

orbitals, i.e., that of Sn 5s and S 3p. Thus, the increased
bond length in conjunction with the occupation of the lone
pair state, being localized at the Sn atom and its anion neighbors 关see Fig. 1共b兲兴, is a clear signature of the Sn共+II兲 state.
The next question to address is whether the transition
from Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 occurs inside or outside the host
crystal band gap. If this transition 关see Eq. 共1兲兴 occurs inside
the gap, then electrons introduced by doping, or by photoexcitation, would not travel in the free-particle like manner, but
would rather occupy the localized state shown in Fig. 1共b兲,
which corresponds to a pair of self-trapped electrons. For
solar cells, where one wants to deliver the photoexcited carriers to an external circuit, such self-trapping is detrimental.
It is much more desirable that the Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 transition level occurs outside the gap, in that case the freeelectron state at the CBM is energetically favorable. Figure 2
shows that the latter situation is present in CZTS, where the
double acceptor 共0 / 2−兲 transition from Sn共+IV兲 to Sn共+II兲
occurs when the Fermi level is inside the host conduction
band. We find a relatively small separation of the 共+IV/
+II兲 transition from the CBM of only 0.2 eV. Indeed, there
are examples of other materials where the self-trapped state
is energetically inside the band gap. For example, it was
recently found in rutile TiO2 that the introduction of an electron via a fluorine donor causes one Ti atom in the neighborhood to change its oxidation state from +IV→ +III 共single
self-trapped electron兲.24 Another example is given by
BaBiO3,3,25 where holes self-trap by changing a Bi共+III兲 site
into a Bi共+V兲 state. Notably, the polaronic Bi共+V兲 state ob-

The substitution of the divalent Sn共+II兲 for the native
Sn共+IV兲 state now accounts for a double acceptor having a
2⫺ charge state and the above reaction corresponds to a
transition from 0 to 2⫺ charge state, 共0 / 2−兲. Thus, unlike
conventional semiconductors, multivalent semiconductors
have the intrinsic capability to create electrically active centers, even in the absence of defects.
How does a change in the Sn oxidation state reveal itself? The first indication is a local lattice relaxation and a
large change in the calculated nearest neighbor 共NN兲 distance between Sn and S, as shown in Table I. From an inorganic chemistry point of view, this change is typically interpreted as a change in ionic radius of the Sn based on the
assumption that adding two extra electrons increases its
radius.23 Finding that a change in oxidation state of transition
metal impurities in semiconductors or insulators is not assoFIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The calculated energetic positions 共in electron volt兲
ciated with a local charge accumulation of comparable magof the Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 transitions 共shown by horizontal lines兲 relative to
nitude, Raebiger et al.7 instead interpreted the increased
the valence band maximum of CZTS, shown for the different cation sites
bond length as arising from the occupation of an antibonding
that can be occupied by Sn. Each Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 transition also correstate. As illustrated in Fig. 1共a兲, the lone pair state of Sn共
sponds to charge transitions, viz., SnCu共3 + / 1+兲, SnZn共2 + / 0兲, and
+II兲 isalso
results as
from
an antibonding
atomic
SnSnto共0the
/ 2−兲terms
that are
shown.
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served in Ref. 25 has very similar characteristics as the
Sn共+II兲 state shown in Fig. 1共b兲, which is because it results
from a similar atomic orbital interaction as the one shown in
Fig. 1共a兲 关note, however, that the polaronic Bi共+V兲 state
hosts a pair of holes, whereas the Sn共+II兲 state hosts a pair of
electrons兴. The close competition between bandlike and polaronic behaviors observed here in CZTS is a reminder that
carrier self-trapping is generally an important mechanism in
multivalent semiconductors and deserves particular attention
when such materials are considered for technological applications.
The native Sn-on-Cu 共SnCu兲 site. Being a group-IV element one might expect Sn to act as a triple-donor on the site
of the group-Ib element Cu 共SnCu3+兲. We however find, that
the Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 transition of Sn lies below the VBM,
as shown in Fig. 2, meaning that on the Cu site, Sn exists
exclusively in the +II oxidation state. Even under p-type
conditions 共Fermi Energy, EF low in the gap兲, it is energetically favorable when holes stay at the VBM, rather than
oxidizing SnCu into the +IV state. Hence, SnCu can be characterized as the case of a divalent element substituting for the
monovalent element Cu, thereby forming a single-donor having a shallow conduction-band derived state as known from
conventional semiconductor models.26 This stable Sn共+II兲 is
again characterized by the larger Sn–S bond length 共see
Table I兲.
The native Sn-on-Zn 共SnZn兲 site. Depending on whether
Sn assumes the +IV or the +II state, when occupying the Zn
site, one expects that it forms either a double-donor 共SnZn2+兲
or an isoelectronic center 共SnZn0兲. Unlike the cases discussed
above, we find that the Sn共+IV兲 → Sn共+II兲 transition does
occur inside the gap for SnZn, which gives rise to a deep 共2
+ / 0兲 charge transition, as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the
behavior of conventional shallow levels in semiconductors,26
this transition is associated with large structural relaxations
共see Table I兲, and occurs far away from the conduction band
edge. 共Note that a group-IV element like Si, which has a
much smaller propensity toward the +II oxidation state,
would have closely spaced first and second donor ionization
energies near the CBM兲. The existence of such an electronic
transition deep inside the gap presents a great concern for the
PV properties, since it can lead to recombination of photoexcited electrons and holes.27 Specifically, the change in oxidation state of multivalent Sn can cause nonradiative recombination of carriers by way of the cycle
SnZn0 + 2h → SnZn2+ and SnZn2+ + 2e → SnZn0 .

共2兲

Thus, CZTS solar cell absorbers should be grown under conditions that minimize the formation of SnZn defect centers.
This may be achieved through consideration of the appropriate “doping principles”13,28 for CZTS.
We note that our present result of a deep level for SnZn
differs from a recent theoretical work,29 where the donor
levels of SnZn were placed close to the CBM, as they appear
before a correction of the band gap. In order to clarify the
dependence of the SnZn donor levels on the magnitude of the
band gap, we performed additional self-consistently band
gap corrected calculations. Employing the NLEP method18
and hybrid-DFT,19 we obtain the 共2 + / 0兲 level at 0.52 eV
and 0.79 eV above the VBM, respectively, i.e., deep inside
the Eg = 1.5 eV band gap of CZTS. The large lattice relax-

ations associated with the change in the oxidation state are
similar to those given in Table I. Thus, these gap-corrected
methods confirm that SnZn is a deep recombination center,
and not a shallow donor.
Summarizing the different behaviors of the multivalent
element Sn in the PV semiconductor Cu2ZnSnS4, we find
that Sn assumes only the +IV oxidation state on its native
site 共SnSn兲, only the +II state on the Cu site 共SnCu兲, but on
the Zn site, it creates a detrimental deep level due to a
+IV→ +II transition inside the band gap. This finding highlights the correlation between changes in an atomic oxidation
state and the presence of charge transition levels inside the
band gap. The occurrence of detrimental deep levels due to
different possible oxidation states is a potentially prominent
feature in multivalent semiconductors and deserves particular attention when such materials are considered for technological applications.
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